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Abstract

The advent of computers with a very dynamic run-time behaviour, such
as the SGI Origin 2000 series, makes it very difficult to asses the runtime
behaviour of programs in order to compare efficiency of implementations.
Here we empirically investigate some simple statistical measures for estimat-
ing CPU usage under such circumstances, ending up with a very simple and
seemingly accurate estimation technique: the minimum run-time of 3-5 exe-
cutions of the program when the machine is lightly loaded.

1 Introduction

When working with computer software for scientific applications, the run-time ef-
ficiency of programs becomes very important. Such applications may execute for
several hours on a super-computer, and even a small percentage increase in ef-
ficiency may yield significant time savings. Efficiency increases may come from
better algorithms, hardware improvements, or from better adaptation of software
to hardware characteristics, such as memory access patterns. The two latter groups
of improvements can only be quantified by measuring actual software performance
on the machines. Even though algorithm quality may be assessed using theoretical
comparisons of order of magnitude scalability, when comparing two algorithms on
the same data, it is the actual performance on a computer which counts. Thus
good techniques for measuring the run-time efficiency of a program on a computer
is needed.

The traditional measure for run-time efficiency of computer programs has been
to execute the program under controlled circumstances, measuring certain charac-
teristics of its run-time behaviour. Typically one would set the machine in single
user mode, and, e.g., measure the CPU usage of the program. Scalability of a
program on a computer could be assessed by running the same program for vari-
ous data sizes, the comparison of two algorithms could be achieved by running the
two programs on the same computer and comparing their run-times, or one could
benchmark the efficiency of computer systems by running the same program on the
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different computers (see, e.g., [Meu00]). Performance analysis and benchmarking
is an area by itself, see the classic book [Jai91], which describe a broad range of
statistical techniques available for benchmarking. Some techniques for assessing
run-time based on static properties of the code [DRW92] and predicting scalability
from multivariate analysis of run-time properties [LKL95] have been proposed.

The development of complex processors with instruction prefetch, dynamic ex-
ecution ordering of instructions, the ability to handle several outstanding memory
accesses, and complex memory hierarchies, such as on the SGI Origin 2000 series
of machines, implies that the run-time characteristics of programs under seemingly
controlled situations may vary considerably from one execution to the next. Al-
though this problem is well-known to practitioners, how to handle performance
measurements does not seem to be systematically addressed. In many cases the
mean running time of a few sample runs is taken to be the performance measure,
although [Jai91] suggests the median can be used. There seems to be no study on
the accuracy of these practices, nor on the use of other statistical estimators for
finding the run-time of programs under such dynamic circumstances. Some recent
work use multi-variate regression analysis for the comparison of memory hierarchy
effects on program execution times [SC00, SHCL01]. This gives good informa-
tion, but requires extensive analysis. Here we are looking for a simple measure for
estimating run-times, allowing for straight forward comparisons of programs and
machines. We will restrict ourselves to sequential executions in this study.

This paper is organised as follows. First we discuss some assumptions on run-
time measurements and our benchmark program. Then we present several esti-
mation techniques and discuss these. Section 4 concludes and discusses possible
further work.

2 Benchmark

For benchmark purposes one would assume that a computer program under optimal
circumstances achieves a certain maximal speed on a given hardware platform. Any
variations in circumstances will possibly reduce the speed of the program. Such
variations can be small delays for accessing data on disc, memory misses due to
paging, swapping of processes due to time sharing, temporary stopping of large
jobs due to high processor load, etc. Many of these circumstances, especially the
latter ones which relate to the run-time regime of the computer, will dramatically
increase the wall clock time of a program. However, one would not expect the
same effect on CPU time measurements, as these should be largely insensitive to
a program being suspended during high load and reactivated when load decreases.
Some effect on CPU time is expected, as many small waits due to paging and
swapping, e.g., may be considered as active waiting by the CPU timing utilities.
Thus we will expect variation in the CPU run-time to be linked to machine load.

The SeisMod suite of programs [HFJ99] was chosen as our benchmark program
to find a good run-time measuring technique. SeisMod is a collection of seismic
wave simulation programs, with specialised versions created for various problem
instances. It represents the current, more abstraction (object) oriented style, of
writing programs than traditional programs like LINPACK which often is used for
such purposes [Don01] We decided to use the sequential, standard isotropic, stan-
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Figure 1: CPU run-time versus load plotted for 600 observations.

dard elastic, with sea surface, version of SeisMod. Using a small data set this
program gives a distribution of CPU run-time mostly between 5 and 10 minutes,
see Figure 1. The measurements were taken on the SGI Origin 2800/128 with 128
processors and 64GB of RAM (embla.ntnu.no) at NTNU in Trondheim, Norway,
in January 2001, during the normal operational regime of the machine. The exper-
iments were performed by running batches of 100 program executions submitted to
queues with various priorities administrated by LSF. Between each program execu-
tion there was a random wait varying between 0 and 590 seconds. Load, defined
as the average number of jobs in the run queue, was given by the unix command
uptime. We used the average for the last 5 minutes, taken immediately after each
program execution. Some of the test batches ran simultaneously.

The average CPU time used by an execution in Figure 1 is 381 seconds, with a
standard variation of 68 seconds (18%) for 600 observations. Looking at this figure
4 cases seem discernible:

• A low load situation where the load factor is below 80. This sample contained
87 observations, the average is 344 seconds with a standard deviation of 54
seconds (16%).

• A transition load situation with load in the interval from 80 to 90 containing
36 observations.

• A high load situation with load in the interval from 90 to 125. Here the
average is 387 seconds with a standard deviation of 75 seconds (22%) for 338
observations.

• A regime cutoff situation when load is above 125 with 135 observations. Here
long-running, low priority jobs are suspended, so we get an artificial clustering
effect. Clustering effects may also appear for other load situations due to
different priority batch queues having different load cutoffs, but we have not
looked into this.
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Figure 2: Histogram of CPU run-time on embla.ntnu.no for 87 low load observa-
tions.
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Figure 3: Histogram of CPU run-time on embla.ntnu.no for 338 high load obser-
vations.
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Figure 4: Histogram of CPU run-time on korkeik.ii.uib.no for 75 observations
with load less than 5.1.
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Figure 5: Histogram of CPU run-time on korkeik.ii.uib.no for 243 observations
with load above 5.1.



Plotting histograms of the observed run-times for low and high load situations,
Figures 2 and 3, we see that there is a difference in statistical properties between
these two situations. Our initial assumpion that we get a cluster of execution times
along a minimum is verified, but we also get a tail of observations which account
for a larger proportion of the test runs when the load increases. It also appears
that the tail approaches some form of gaussian distribution as the load increases.
This is even more accentuated by 400 test runs of SeisMod performed June 2001 on
korkeik.ii.uib.no, a 4 processor SUN Ultra-4 with 1GB of RAM at the University
of Bergen. Up to 4 instances of the test program was run in parallel, providing a
mix of loads as the individual test runs started and finished independently of each
other. The distributions in Figures 4 and 5 show that for low loads, less than 5.1,
we get strong minimum with a noticable tail showing, but for high loads, above
5.1, the spike at the minimum has dissappeared, and the observations approach a
gaussian distribution.

In the following we will analyse the low load and high load situations on the
SGI Origin 2800/128 embla.ntnu.no.

3 Run-time estimation

Our argumentation in the previous section and the plots in Figures 2 and 3 indicate
that executions times do not follow a gaussian distribution. Rather we observe that
the data seem congested along a minimal execution time, but with a distribution
into CPU run-times the double of this.

A good estimator for CPU time comparisons should provide stable estimates for
any random sample of k test runs, where k should be as small as possible. Thus
given a sample d of k observations, organised such that d1 ≤ . . . ≤ dk, we will apply
the following estimation techniques:

• average A(d) of d, as usual, defined by A(d) = d1+...+dk

k
,

• median M(d) of d, as usual, defined by M(d) =
db(k+1)/2c+dd(k+1)/2e

2
, which

equals d(k+1)/2 if k is odd,

• lower quartile Q(d) of d defined by Q(d) =
db(k+1)/4c+dd(k+1)/4e

2
, which equals

d(k+1)/4 if 4 divides k + 1, and

• minimum min(d) of d defined by min(d) = d1.

For low values of k some of these measurements will coincide. Specifically, they will
all be the same when k = 1, and for k = 3 the lower quartile and the minimum will
be identical.

We did these calculations for k taking on all odd numbers in the range 1 to 19.
Our 600 measurements D were first filtered into a low load set L of 87 observations
and a high load set H of 338 observations. The observations in L and H are kept
in chronological order. Then for each k the observations within each load set were
rotated into running groups of k consecutive observations. Thus for low load and
k = 11 the first set of data would be L1 to L11, the second of L2 to L12, the third
of L3 to L13, and so forth up to the 87th group which consists of L87 to L10. This
reuse of observations for different groups is not considered problematic since each



k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=9
average L 344 16% 344 9.5% 344 7.0% 344 5.6% 344 5.0%
A(d) H 387 19% 387 11% 387 8.9% 387 7.8% 387 6.9%
median L 344 16% 332 10% 328 9.0% 321 6.1% 319 4.6%
M(d) H 387 19% 377 15% 374 13% 373 11% 372 11%
quartile L 344 16% 315 4.4% 313 1.2% 313 0.88% 313 0.67%
Q(d) H 387 19% 332 9.9% 332 7.6% 329 7.6% 328 6.6%
minimum L 344 16% 315 4.4% 312 0.64% 312 0.14% 312 0.095%
min(d) H 387 19% 332 9.9% 321 6.0% 317 4.3% 315 2.7%

k=11 k=13 k=15 k=17 k=19
average L 344 4.5% 344 4.0% 344 3.5% 344 3.2% 344 2.9%
A(d) H 387 6.4% 387 5.9% 387 5.6% 387 5.3% 387 5.1%
median L 318 2.9% 318 3.0% 317 2.9% 316 1.4% 316 1.2%
M(d) H 370 9.5% 370 8.4% 369 8.0% 369 7.8% 369 7.6%
quartile L 312 0.56% 312 0.36% 312 0.19% 312 0.096% 312 0.071%
Q(d) H 326 6.6% 326 5.8% 325 5.7% 325 5.3% 324 5.3%
minimum L 312 0.089% 312 0.083% 312 0.080% 312 0.076% 311 0.072%
min(d) H 314 2.0% 313 0.67% 313 0.52% 313 0.44% 312 0.41%

Table 1: Average of CPU run-time estimates (in seconds) and relative standard
deviation for each group of observations.

observation is independent of the others, and each group is handled independently
of the others. The result is presented in Table 1. Each row contains the average
(in seconds) and relative standard deviation, also called coefficient of variation, (in
percent) for low load (87 groups) and high loads (338 groups) of observations, 1
row for each estimation technique. The columns are given for different k.

When setting up Table 1 we have assumed that, for each k and estimation
technique, the resulting CPU run-time values will vary according to a gaussian
distribution. Since we have 87 and 338 groups to compute over (low load and high
load, respectively), we may meaningfully interpret the average (given in seconds)
and the standard deviation (given in percent of the average) of these estimates.
Looking at the numbers we see that the behaviour for low load and high load
situations are distinct, but that the trend for each load group is the same: the
standard deviation falls much more rapidly for increasing k for low load situations.
Discussing each estimation technique, i.e., each row in the column we see that:

average: The average values remain unchanged for increasing k. This is because
taking the average of equally sized groups of averages is equivalent to taking
the average of all observations. The standard deviation remains the highest
of all estimation techniques, and is acceptable (less than or equal to 5%) only
for k ≥ 9 in low load situations.

median: The average median drops slightly with increasing k, but soon stabilises
for low load situations, k ≥ 7. It reaches a plateau sooner, but at a higher
value, for high load situations. Standard deviation remains fairly high through-
out, but is acceptable for k ≥ 7 in low load situations.

quartile: The average best quartile drops with increasing k. It soon stabilises for
low load situations, k ≥ 3, but needs larger samples for high load situations,



k=1 k=3 k=5 k=7 k=9 k=11 k=13 k=15 k=17 k=19
load ≤ 80 16% 4.4% 0.64% 0.14% 0.095% 0.089% 0.083% 0.080% 0.076% 0.072%
90 ≤ load ≤ 125 19% 9.9% 6.0% 4.3% 2.7% 2.0% 0.67% 0.52% 0.44% 0.41%
any load 19% 10% 5.8% 3.5% 2.2% 1.7% 0.95% 0.86% 0.80% 0.75%

Table 2: Standard deviation for CPU run-time estimator minimum versus sample
size.

k ≥ 11. Standard deviation remains fairly high for high load situations, but
is good for low load situations when k ≥ 3.

minimum: The average minimum drops rapidly with increasing k. For low load
situations it immediately stabilises for k ≥ 5, and the standard deviation is
very small (less than 1%) from here onwards. For high load situations similar
results appear later, k ≥ 11, when the standard deviation is less than 2%.

It seems clear that using the average of CPU run-time as estimation technique
has a relative high standard deviation. The best estimation technique seems to be
the minimum, where we get good results (standard deviation less than 2%) for 11
observations, and less than 1% already for 5 observations in low load situations.
Note that this technique works fine also during a normal run-time regime of the
machine.

Basic statistic theory uses the rule of thumb that a distance of at least two
standard deviations is a safe indicator of distinctness of two sets of observations
(95% confidence interval). A distance of three standard deviations gives better
than 99.5% confidence. Using the data from Table 1, we may then decide how many
observations are needed if we need to be certain that two programs with slightly
dissimilar run-times have significantly distinct CPU run-times. This is tabulated in
Table 2 for low load, high load, over all loads, and for varying group sizes. What
will constitute low and high loads on other architectures must be checked with a
set of test runs.

For comparison of speed, we executed 9 runs of the SeisMod benchmark used at
NTNU, on the Origin 2000 ask.ii.uib.no at Parallab in a mixed load situation.
The minimum CPU run-time in at Parallab was 505 seconds, indicating that the
new Origin 2800/128 is significantly faster than its older version. The relative speed
increase, 1.6 times, measured by this technique is consistent with the factor of 1.4
to 1.8 from the benchmarks reported by [Meu00] (November 1999 for the Parallab
machine, November 2000 for the NTNU machine).

4 Conclusion and future work

We have performed empirical investigation of several estimation techniques of a
program’s run-time when a fully controlled environment is difficult or impossible
to establish. The best estimator seems to be to take the minimum of a group of
executions, where the standard deviation of this estimator rapidly decreases to very
low values (less than 1%) for increasing sample sizes. The average estimator, which
is commonly used, does not provide such stable results.

This investigation used only one program on one machine to establish the con-
fidence intervals. Although similar results have been seen on other machines for



low load situations, confere Figures 2 and 4, the estimation technique should be
checked for a range of programs on several machines. This should also include
parallel programs.

It would also be interesting to investigate what kind of statistical distribution
CPU run-time variations have. It seems to be a combination of a one-sided distribu-
tion for low load situations (confer Figure 2) with a more gaussian like distribution
taking over for high loads (see Figure 5). An explanation of this phenomenon is
also needed, a possibility being that high loads imply interferences on resource us-
age between programs, and that this kind of interaction may be expected to have
a gaussian distribution. So far we have looked at just one factor, average computer
load, as base for determining variation. Factors such as program memory require-
ments may be important. Further studies taking this and other factors into account
should be performed.
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